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Important Information: No Meeting
in November due to Thanksgiving
Combined November/December will be
held on Wednesday December 11 at the
usual time and Place. Elections for 2003
officers will be held at this meeting.
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Trip Report:
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Quick one, as there should be a full report in here
somewhere.

Meeting Minutes

Charlie Babcock, his boss and Ron Couch ran Log
Corral

Meeting Minutes 9/25/02
Call To Order @ 6:55PM by president Marty Boetel
Pledge of Allegiance (with Under God line!)
Moment of silence for John M (Former manager of ORU
in Mesa)
Treasury Report by Ed Lyons: We have $3876.51 in the
bank
New Business:
Marty verified that he mailed each and every one of the
letters turned in at last months meeting... individually!
Jamboree...
Not a good show of hands as far as Lo-RANGERS
registrants are concerned. It is probably the scare of a
poor showing that is keeping folks away this year.
Last update was a question as to whether insurance had
been obtained yet or not.

The group ran into some folks who appeared to be fresh
out of church (dressed too nicely for a trail ride) in their
TJ Wrangler. These folks also had a giggling problem.
Then it was on to the group on horseback who, if I
remember correctly, were not too happy to have vehicles
on “their” trail. Oh well.
Later, Charlie managed to cut a swamper on the sand... if
there’s one rock or tree branch, I guess he’s going to hit
it. :)
The group sat out by the lake and the giant catfish skull
to have lunch before proceeding to route towards
Powerline trail, which they followed by GPS. It was
noted that the trail is very overgrown.
Other than that I did not get anything else about this trip.
October meeting: We need to nominate officers!
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Marty has said he would like very much to become one
of the noisy folks in the back.
Don Munzer is taking classes to close his mouth, or we
are gonna make him president.
We need nominations/volunteers for:
President, vice-president, secretary and treasurer (pretty
sure Ed Lyons will remain, but the floor is open). Get in
and get involved! It really isn’t that hard.
Adjournment 7:18

Trail Tales
Matt was the trail leader for Axle Alley on Saturday. 32
vehicles made the trip in five hours with no major
breakdowns. Instead of everyone winching themselves
up the first two waterfalls. Matt used his winch and then
strapped the vehicle behind him. This domino effect
continued until all the vehicles were past the obstacle.
This saved a lot of time. The trip returned to camp at
2:30 PM Saturday a new record. Sunday Matt was on
upper woodpecker again with no major breakdowns or
problems.

Did not get a copy of the sign in sheet for attendance.

Linda reported that the Jamboree was very laid back and
casual. She mentioned a group of teenagers from Globe,
not associated with Jamboree, were playing in Martinez
canyon in full size trucks. They store the steering box
off the frame of one truck and broke a rear axle too.
They did not seem to be very well prepared for traveling
this trail. Another group spent 24 hours doing the
highway to hell trail. They began Saturday morning and
all exited the trail Sunday morning. One vehicle broke a
driveshaft on the first waterfall and continued the trip
with only one drive shaft instead of heading off the trail.
This could explain why it took so long.

Nominations for 2003 officers were held. The silence
was deafening!!

Overall there were about 200 people registered for
Jamboree, quite a few were registered at the event.

Nominees

Scott Nixon reported on the Reno Pass trip. See the full
report later in this newsletter

Reconvene to vote in new member (can’t remember what
guest was voted in, but WELCOME anyway!)
Meeting Minutes 10/30
Call to order 7:15 by President Marty Boetel. Pledge of
Allegiance (with Under God line!)
Club moved and seconded to grant membership to
Stewart Olsen. Drives a TJ “really nice guy”. Voted
unanimously.

President: Scott Nixon, Don Munzer
Vice President: Marty Boetel (automatic)
Secretary: Becky Babcock
Treasurer: Ed Lyons
Editor: Ted Gersztyn
Nominations are still open, if you’d like to help please
get involved as an officer. (Ed)
BLM Information

Marty reported on his Moab trip. They rented Jeeps so a
limit was placed on which trails they could run. They
ran Metal Masher, Rock Crusher and Widow Maker. It
was fun driving stock vehicles again.
There is a Jeep museum moving to Moab. Daimler
Chrysler closed it in its present location.
November run will be on the Power Line trail November
23. Meet at 9:00 at the Texaco station in Florence
Junction. Tip is a 3.5 and will be run as a figure eight
entering at the gate.

BLM s working on management plans for the Auga Fria
National Monument and Bradshaw-Harquahala Area.
Visit the Web site www.azblm..gov for more
information. Send comments to
AZ_AFNM_Bradshaw@blm.gov

December 14 will be the Christmas Party. At Bulldog
Wash. RSVP to Marty by Dec 11, the next meeting.
The club buys the burgers and dogs everyone brings a
dish to share and your own drinks.

Proposed changes include OHV confined to roads only
not travel on trails and washes are not allowed.

Respectively submitted by Ted Gersztyn since the
secretary was absent.

Jamboree Report
Several Trails were cancelled this year Jawbreaker,
Martinez Canyon, Break line, Bad Medicine. Many
changes in trail assignments were made, not all of them
correctly. Matt Parks reported the there was some major
breakage on Upper Ajax. The driver did not listen to
spotters. Continued driving after breaking one knuckle
and ended up breaking the other as well on his Dana 30.

Calendar of Events
Nov 23 Power Line Trail Linda Luik leader
Dec 11 Combined November/December meeting
December 14 Christmas Party Bulldog Canyon

Items of Interest
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Trail Tales
Log Corral Trip Report
9/21/2002

1973 K5 – Charlie Babcock and Jerome Gill
1995 Ram - Scott Nixon
1976 Cherokee – Ron Couch and Mike Tutor
1973 Bronco – Kirk Rundle
On the way to the meeting spot I stopped for
gas. I was filling the bottomless tank up when I heard
the wonderful sound of Swampers at 60 mph. I whipped
around and saw Scott cruising by in the Dodge. I arrived
at the dirt lot at Bush and Beeline a little after 8am with
Jerome (non-member friend from my drag racing days)
riding shotgun. It was a beautiful cool morning. Scott,
Ron and Mike were already there and Scott announced
we could leave cause that was all that would show up. I
told him we should wait until the appointed 8:30am
meeting time but figured no one else would show up like
he said. Just as we were leaving, Kirk (non-member
friend from work) pulled up in the Bronco. We took off
and made our way to the Sycamore Creek turn off.
Exiting US87 we drove down the dirt road a bit and
pulled off to air down. It was still nice out and we
headed for the rocks.
The poles at the entrance are about 8” wider
then my K5 and require careful driving to miss. I came
around a corner through some brush and stopped behind
a bone stock newer TJ, bald street tires and all. Just as I
pulled up a guy steps onto the trail wearing his Sunday’s
best with a tie, long sleeve dress shirt, and dress shoes
holding a camera and laughing. Ok then. Next comes a
girl wearing high heels, long skirt, and a long sleeved
blouse also laughing? They waived, got in the Jeep and
backed out of our way.
The rocky section of the trail is a 3.5-4.0 but
with 4 locked up vehicles we made short work of it.
Actually Ron tried it with 3-wheel drive but couldn’t
make it and locked the 2nd hub. Did I mention that the
brush was rather overgrown? Many places there was no
gap between the bushes/trees, they had grown
completely together. I think the Mesa 4 Wheelers need
to make a clean up run. I had a 2” layer of leaves on
floor of my truck. During one of the cool obstacles we
had horses and riders waiting for us to get through for
them to pass. They didn’t seem happy that we were
driving vehicles on a Forest Road??? We stopped at a
beautiful shady spot to take a break under a giant
Cottonwood tree. Scott pointed under a log and said,
“Look at that!” Jerome and I jumped back looking for
the rattlesnake and Scott laughed and pointed to a desert
Tortoise.

Desert Tortoise
We took off again and we were soon tearing
down a wide sandy wash. I like the sand so I was hitting
the banks hard and going into 4 wheel drifts around
corners until I heard the psst…psst…psst sound. I had
some how cut the sidewall on the passenger side rear
TSL. Looking back all I could see was a rock sticking
out of the sand, who knows. Jerome grabbed the lug
wrench and I got the Highlift jack. With Kirk pitching in
we soon had the spare on and took off again. I was
keeping a weary eye out for “big sharp rocks”.
We arrived at the pass with the “beam” corral as
Scott put it and were rewarded with an awesome view of
Bartlett Lake.

Bartlett Lake from Log Corral
It was getting warm and we were getting hungry so we
sped down the sandy path to the Lake for lunch. We ate,
Kirk waded, Jerome skipped rocks and Ron made a mild
attempt at going up one of the play hills there. After
lunch I took the K5 up and down each of the hills, which
were soft enough to get the rear, to wheel-hop a little.
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Giant catfish skull, the mouth is about 8” across!
Since it wasn’t getting any cooler we
backtracked to the Powerline trail and made our way
around the lake to the Dam. This trail was very bumpy,
long and hot, but we got to see the lake from several
different views. We arrived at the Verde and Scott got
out and waded around up and down the river to find the
best ford. The problem wasn’t the water depth but
finding openings through the trees and brush to drive
through on both sides. There is actually a ford on the
map that Scott used his GPS to find but it was so
overgrown that we couldn’t decide where it was. We
made an “S” path across the river around an island and
through a ATV wide opening in the jungle. The water
was a couple feet deep, no problem for anybody, but
everyone commented on how slick the rocks were on the
bottom. A few hundred feet ahead we drove through a
staked opening in a barrier right onto the road. Good job
Scott!

Trail Tales
On the other side is a short hill with three distinct paths
up one side very steep with holes and loose dirt. Kirk
went up the tallest moguled hill on the one side. Then
showed everyone how to make it up the short hill on the
right by driving right over the nasty hole that stopped
everyone else. We told him it was a wheel base thing, he
said it was driver skill. Ron made it up the middle and
right sides with several attempts. Scott got hung up on
the right side hill in the hole but kept at it till he made it
up and over with a yell. I tried driving right through the
hole on the right path and no matter how much throttle I
gave it I still had to go around it like Scott and Ron. The
middle path was not much trouble but then I tried the
path on the left. It’s very loose dirt and there’s a bush in
the way straight-ahead. This requires you to drive off
camber to the right half into the middle path to get up
and over. The first attempt bogged me down in the dirt
about half way up. The next attempt with more speed
got me to within a few feet of the top. I tried and tried to
bump it over the last couple feet but the rear tires were in
loose dirt and I couldn’t get any traction. Each time I
tried the rear swung right until there was a bush behind
me and I couldn’t go up or back. Scott drove up the
backside of the hill to give me a tug and that was all it
took. No one’s giving me a tug, I backed up as far as I
could then hit the silly pedal. The Blazer launched up
and over the top of the hill, yeehah! Everyone got his fill
of wheelin’ and sun so we said our good-byes. I got
home about 4:30pm, nobody broke and I had a great time
as usual.
This was a great trail that had a little of
everything, rocks, sand, dirt hills, and water crossings. It
would have been nice if the trail were better maintained.
It didn’t bother me but I’m sure some people would
rather not have permanent Arizona paint grooving. Sorry
about the lack of wheeling pictures, Jerome took a bunch
of action pictures but they weren’t developed by the time
I wrote this. I’ll put some in a future newsletter.
Everyone that reads this should think about joining us
next time, the more people the better.
Enthusiastically submitted by,
Charlie Babcock

Reno Pass trip report
Bartlett Dam
We cruised down the dirt road to the Marina
and then drove up Bartlett Dam road to finish the trip.
No, wait a minute; we weren’t done wheelin’ yet. Scott
suggested turning off onto Indian Springs Road to hit the
2nd set of play hills about a mile in. On one side of the
road is a hill maybe 150’ high, very steep and moguled.

October 26, 20002
Participants:
Scott Nixon: Dodge Ram
Roy Conner and daughter Cici: Jeep YJ
I was rather disappointed when I pulled up to
the meeting spot and it was empty. Just about the time I
was going to pack it in and head home, Roy pulled up.
Rather than waste a beautiful rainy day in Arizona, we
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headed up the highway. The turn off to Bushnell tanks
was well marked, but as soon as I turned off onto the
rutted gravel road my truck started bouncing. We pulled
over just around the corner to air down.
Winding our way through the campground
dodging ATV’s and soggy Boy Scouts, we made our
way to the FR 524 turn off. The road grew rockier and
steeper, just as the rain started to come down harder.
Despite the rain, rocks, and greasy mud we made good
progress up the side of the mountain. Even in the rain
the road was an easy 3.0, but Roy and I took advantage
of the optional rockier routes as they came along. After
a particularly fun stretch of rocks we stopped for a quick
break to enjoy the view.

(Enjoying the view)
We kept climbing and soon found ourselves at
the pass. I stopped for a quick snack, and then we did a
bit of exploring of a side road. I thought it just went up
to a scenic overlook, but instead it wound off into the
distance towards Mt Ord. As soon as I found a flat wide
spot we turned around and headed back down.

(At the top of Reno Pass)
Just past the saddle someone had left an
editorial painted on a rock declaring that the next section
of trail was only for vehicles having four letter names
that start with “J”. Having been this way before in my
five-letter-starts-with-a-“D” truck, I just laughed and
kept going.
(Ha, I don’t think so!)
As the trail descended from the Pass, I came to
a spot I had been looking for. The first time I ran this
trail was over five years ago; at the time my truck was
totally stock and it was only my second outing with the
club. This spot was my very first stuck. If I hadn’t been
paying attention this time I would have driven right

Trail Tales
passed it. A little lift and some big swampers, not to
mention several years of practice, made this spot little
more than a dip in the road. I didn’t even bother to stop
and take a picture.

The final and still formidable obstacle was the
infamous narrow off camber spot. Lacking a co-pilot, all
I could do was hug the wall. I got a little carried a way
though and my front drivers side tire grabbed a rock
outcropping. As the rock stopped my forward progress,
my rear Detroit locked up and walked the rear of the
truck several inches towards the edge. From where I was
sitting though, it felt like several feet. I checked with
Roy over the CB and he assured me I was fine. I crept
forward until the trail widened enough to get out and
take a picture. Roy in his nice, narrow Jeep blew
through the spot without batting an eye.

(Narrow tippy spot, Hummers need not apply)
From here on the trail dropped down steadily
until we were left with the long, bumping, boring trek
back out to the highway. Every time I tried speeding up
a rock or rut snuck up on me and launched my truck into
the air. After what seemed like a long time we reached
the dump and one of my favorite trail signs, a large
brown rectangle declaring FR 524 “Unsuited for Public
Use.”

(Unsuited for Public Use)
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Rather than wait around for our cheap cigarette
lighter air compressors we limped over to Jake’s Corners
for free air. Along the way we were surprised by a long
line of expensive and very old sports cars participating in
a road rally. Jaguars, Ferraris, old Mercedes, and a few
outright racecars roared passed in the opposite lane.
Bringing up the tail end were their chase vehicles, brand
new Hummers pulling shiny, fully enclosed trailers.

Land Use Issues
A Date with a Paper Plate
By Del Albright, BlueRibbon Ambassador
There I was, lying in the cupboard, minding my own
business like any good napkin, when this paper plate
starts coming on to me. Oh, she was cute all right, all
decked out in flowers and looking good. But like any
single male napkin, I played hard to get and not
interested. She kept chatting away, being all flirty, and
finally I started to like the way things were shaping up.
Hey, you never know, she might be the one.
She kept telling me that we should get together and go on
a date. You know how paper plates can be. Pretty soon
my resistance waned and I gave in to a date. We decided
to give it a shot and I thought that this might just work
out great.
Then, old what' s-his-face decided to take us on a picnic
out in the woods. He loaded us up in his old truck and
off we went.
Next thing I know I' m on this picnic table with a bunch
of other paper products and old what' s-his-face has a
bunch of his friends gathered around eating greasy
chicken. But my date is nowhere to be found. I don' t see
her anywhere. Now I figured I' ve been stood up. You
know how paper plates can be.
Well, old what' s-his-face finished his chicken and wiped
his greasy mug on me then threw me in this clear plastic
trash bag with the rest of the low life trash. By then I
could care less because the possible love of my life
was nowhere to be found.
What' s-his-face threw us in the back of his rig and we
headed for home. As we pulled out of the woods and
onto the pavement, I saw her. Yes, it was her!
There she was, stapled to this fence post with a bunch of
writing on her backside and big arrow pointing to our
picnic area. My heart sank. What' s-his-face left her
there, and as we headed down the road I waved good-bye
to her knowing I' d never see her again.
Well, I guess by now you' ve figured out my message
here. This is something many folks do, not realizing that
leaving paper plates stapled to sign posts and message
boards, is just another symptom of a larger problem trail
sanitation.

Trail Tales
In our crowded world today, we all must make sure we
pack it in, and pack it out. Leaving trash and waste of
any sort is something we must not do. Our trails are too
precious to lose because of a trash and waste problem.
Leaving trash only contributes to campaign by the antiaccess folks to mess with our form of recreation. It gives
us a bad image and makes our next outing less enjoyable.
It gives our opponents more ammo to shut us down
and lock us out.
I am fully convinced that our future lies in not leaving
our past behind.. Not only do we taint our image, but I
can only imagine the disgust of the poor USFS or BLM
employee who has to go around every Monday morning
and pull down paper plates (not to mention pick up trash
left over in campgrounds and on trails). It must cost us
taxpayers a lot of unnecessary money.
Human waste and associated trash are a significant part
of this problem too. For example, on the Rubicon Trail
in one summer period, 35,000 trail users generated
70,000 pounds of human waste. This is an enormous
sanitation issue that we are dealing with.
You can help. You can pack it out. It' s that simple.
Whatever you do, please take the time to pack out your
trash and waste. This includes human waste as well as
trash. There are ways to do it. Please visit my web site
for more ideas and links to places where you can learn
more about trail sanitation
www.delalbright.com/rubicon_sanitation.htm
Del Albright, internationally published columnist, State
Environmental Affairs Coordinator for CA4WDC and
BlueRibbon Ambassador, has authored volumes over the
last 20 years on land use, outdoor recreation, and access.
Visit Del' s web site at http://www.delalbright.com or
email Del at jeepndel@goldrush.com.

Editors Corner
I apologize for missing the September newsletter. My personal
life has been pretty busy and I just did not make the time to
work on the newsletter. If anyone is seriously upset they can
nominate themselves for Editor and I will not run against them.
For some eye opening statistics related to club participation and
volunteerism see the chart that follows. Scott Nixon compiled
the attendance statistics for the runs the club held between
December 2001 and October 2003. For a four wheel drive club
many of us, myself included, do not do much four wheeling!
Respectfully Submitted
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